Global synchronization in the theta band during mental imagery of navigation in humans.
Visual mental imagery is critical for successfully navigating the environment, which in turn activates many cortical regions simultaneously. Theta oscillation is implicated in navigation and brain synchronization. In this study, EEG coherence was analyzed during 3 tasks: subjects (1) mentally simulated jogging along the walls of a gym and pressed a button when they imagined arriving at a corner (jogging imagery task), (2) thought of and memorized one digit after pressing a button 5 times and recalled the digits sequentially after pressing the button again (digit imagery task), and (3) pressed a button (button pressing task). The results indicated that theta-wave (4-8 Hz) power was significantly higher in the frontal and parietal regions during the digit and jogging imagery tasks. Coherence at the theta band showed almost no differences between the button pressing and digit imagery tasks. Coherence between the distant regions, especially between the frontal and parieto-occipital regions and between interhemispheric regions, was significantly higher during the jogging imagery task. Increase in theta power during the jogging imagery task reflects working memory load to manipulate internal information. Theta oscillation appears to play an important role in large-scale synchronization to form the functional neuronal networks required for mental navigation.